Alumni of the Tamer Center for Social Enterprise create a significant impact in our community and around the world. Here are some recent graduates:

**Nonprofit and Public Management**

**Debra Kurshan '07, Director of Facilities and Opportunities**

*New York City Department of Education* provides system-wide services, including academic standard-setting, student placement, school funding and teacher recruiting.

**Rod Washington '04, Chief People and Community Development Officer**

The *New Leaders for New Schools* ensures high academic achievement for every student by attracting and preparing outstanding leaders and supporting the performance of the urban public schools they lead.

**David Zapol '06, Consultant**

*Foundation Strategy Group* accelerates the pace of social progress by providing advice, ideas and methods of action to foundations, corporations, governments and nonprofits.

**Maddy Tregidga Niebauer '05, Consultant**

*The Bridgespan Group* is a consulting organization bringing leading-edge strategies and tools to nonprofit organizations and foundations.

**Joshua Gelfman '06, Assistant Vice President**

*NYC Economic Development Corporation* promotes economic growth in New York City through real estate development programs, business incentives and more.

**Reemah Sen '97, Director, Initiatives**

*Robin Hood* targets poverty in New York City by finding and funding the best and most effective programs and partnering with them to maximize results.

**International Development**

**Casey Albert '06, Strategic Planning Consultant**

The *Institute for OneWorld Health* develops safe, effective and affordable new medicines for people with infectious diseases in the developing world.

**Larry Brooks '05, Director of Finance and Administration**

*Endeavor* transforms the economies of emerging markets by identifying and supporting high-impact entrepreneurs.

**Tricia Morente '07, Acumen Fund Fellow**

*Acumen Fund* is a nonprofit global venture fund that uses entrepreneurial approaches to solve the problems of global poverty.

**Myka Reinsch '02, Director**

*Freedom from Hunger* offers sustainable self-help solutions to fight chronic hunger and poverty in 17 countries.
Shervin Setareh ’06, Associate

Dalberg is an international consulting firm that provides advice in the areas of globalization and sustainable international development to clients in the public, private and nonprofit sectors.

Camilla Nestor ’02, Director of Capital Management and Advisory Center

Grameen Foundation USA combines the power of microfinance, technology and innovative solutions to defeat global poverty.

Corporate Social Responsibility & Sustainability

Rohit T. Aggarwala ’00, Director

New York City’s Office of Long-Term Planning and Sustainability coordinates and oversees efforts to develop and implement a strategic vision for Mayor Bloomberg’s PlaNYC initiative, from climate change to congestion pricing.

Michael Grunow ’05, Product Line Manager, GE Solar

GE Wind, part of GE, helps its worldwide partners and customers design and implement solar energy solutions.

Jonathan Rappe ’06, Investment Manager

EcoSecurities is in the business of sourcing, developing, and trading greenhouse gas emission reduction credits.

Jane Kearns ’01, Vice President of Business Development

Clean Energy Development helps residential and commercial developers, builders, owners, consultants and contractors to integrate today’s most energy efficient components into their projects.

Liz Maw ’01, Executive Director

Net Impact is an international nonprofit organization that makes a positive impact on society by growing and strengthening a community of new leaders who use business to improve the world.

Social Entrepreneurship

Wanja Michuki ’02, Owner

The Highland Tea Company supports the economic development of local tea farmers by distributing Kenyan premium teas all over the world.

Noha Waibsnaider ’02, Founder and CEO

Peeled Snacks facilitates healthy living with food made of natural, premium ingredients.

Ron Gonen ’04, Managing Director

Recyclebank provides communities with a cost effective and environmentally conscious solution to the rising cost of waste collection.

Andrea Wenner ’05, Founder and Executive Director

Out2Play is a nonprofit organization dedicated to building and refurbishing playgrounds throughout the New York City public school system.

Ben Powell ’05, Managing Partner

Agora Partnerships assists outstanding entrepreneurs with the launching and financing of small companies that have high growth potential.

Sara Green ’01, Founder and Executive Director

Art for Refugees in Transition is a curriculum-based program that encourages the revitalization of traditional artistic practices among refugee populations worldwide.